
Appendix K
An Investigation of the Quantity 
and Source of Mine-Water 
Discharge Through Time































































































































































































































 

 

 
June 29, 2006                               Project No. 3.30716                           
 
Pine Creek Development   
126 Old Mammoth Road  
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546 
 
Attention: Mr. Douglas Hicks  
 
Subject: SEDIMENT ACCUMULATION BEHIND CONRETE BULKHEAD 

Pine Creek Mine – Easy Go Adit   
Pine Creek, California 
 

Dear Mr. Hicks: 
 
The following response is provided pursuant to the comments letter sent to Pine Creek 
Development from the USFS, specifically Paragraph 3, dated April 5, 2006. It is our 
understanding that the USFS feels that the existing concrete bulkhead could serve as an 
impoundment/trap for sediment which could potentially block water flow, thereby increasing 
water levels and thus pressures on the bulkhead leading to a catastrophic failure. Based upon 
our review of information provided by Pine Creek Development, specifically design details of 
the bulkhead, and recent water quality records of the mine water discharge, the potential for 
the bulkhead to act as a sediment trap thereby leading to failure of the plug is considered 
remote. 
 
Erosion within the mine system and therefore sediment accumulation behind the bulkhead, 
excluding sediment and debris dislodged during seismic events, is limited due to the geology. 
Water discharge records from 2004 corroborate the low sediment levels within the system. 
Turbidity levels were measured at less than 5 NTU each day during drainage indicating that 
sediments in the water discharged are minimal (see attached water quality records).  
 
The bulkhead was designed by James Thompson Civil Engineer and Andrew Nasser Structural 
Engineer in 2002 to withstand a pressure force of 866 psi against sliding, which is equivalent 
of approximately 2,000 feet of impounded water. We understand from conversations with you 
that impound test data from 2003 showed water levels reached a maximum recorded height of 
approximately 1,219 feet of head (528 psi), which is approximately 281-feet below the 
maximum impoundment height where water can exit to daylight from the adit 1,500 above the 
bulkhead.  
 



 

 

Although initial structural design calculations did not include additional pressures from 
sediment accumulation, we have included additional pressures from a theoretical full width 
and height sediment buildup behind the plug to see if the additional load would have a 
negative impact on the bulkhead. An accumulation of sediment to 15’x 15’ x 100’ behind the 
bulkhead would impose a pressure force of roughly 35 psi or an added 4.0% of design limit 
(see attached calculations). 
 
If sediment were to accumulate to roughly this assumed theoretical value while water was fully 
impounded to the maximum recorded level, the maximum pressure force exerted on the 
bulkhead would be approximately 563 psi or 65% of the design value.    
 
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you. Should you have any questions 
regarding this letter, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
SIERRA GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES, INC. 
 
 
 
 
Thomas A. Platz      Joseph A. Adler 
President       Principal Geologist 
PE C41039       CEG 2198 
 (2) Addressee 



 

SIERRA GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES INC. 
P.O. BOX 5024, MAMMOTH LAKES, CALIFORNIA  93546 
(760) 934-3992;   (760) 934-8832 Fax 

 
Bulkhead Stability Calculations (Sediment Impoundment) 

 
Project: Pine Creek Mine 
 

Givens:  Theoretical Sediment buildup 15’ x 15’ x 100’ 
 Bulkhead Resistance Pressure 867 psi 
    

 Soil Parameters: Avg. unit wt. of sediment = 130 pcf 
     Internal angle of friction ø = 30º 
      
 
Lateral Earth Pressure behind Bulkhead (per unit foot) 
 
Sediment height ≤ 15’ h 
 
1- sin ø   x  Unit wt. of soil = 43.3 pcf/ft depth 
1+ sin ø 
 
15’ x 43.3 pcf = 650 psf @ 15’ 
 
Pa (stress acting on a point 1/3 the height of bulkhead) = 1/2 h (650 psf) = 4871 lbs per unit foot  
or 35 psi 
 
 




